
August 2017 Report  

Sales have been great and the volunteer support has been very good , We have been using 2 tills for over a week 

and the congestion at the tills is minimized and the flow of traffic is vastly improved. With the 2 terminals for credit 

cards we have sped up transaction time as well. For now we are Ok with the layout of the tills we still have to 

educate volunteers about till operation and hopefully with the 2 tills will allow cashiers to take their time instead 

of rushing. 

With Cedar (from yes) working in the store we are getting areas organized and overall the store is looking great in 

the front end anyways. She will be going back to school in a week or 2 and I have discussed having her volunteer at 

the store while she is at school. We may be able to use her volunteer hours as a credit for her and I will discuss this 

further as she is an asset at the store.  Jazmine will be done her term soon so we will have to rely on volunteer help 

again. I have discussed with Yes Employment the amount of training available at the store and they will support us 

wherever they can when there are funds. There is a bit of money left and I have asked for an extension for Cedar , 

so she will be confirmed for up to 10 hours per week for the month of sept. 

I have Langen Glass coming in to have a look at a plan for a glass counter and i will get a couple of quotes. I would 

like to have a glass cabinet  6 ft long 2 ft deep and 38 in high with 2 shelves this would replace the current counter 

which is a catch all for everything .A quote from Cf Lawrence a company that manufactures them gave me a quote 

for $2400.00 –I feel this is quite high and will wait to get a quote from Langen. The counter would allow us to show 

much more upscale jewelry and other  items that will  directly increase sales. I may see if Langen can make 1 up 

from stock that they have to save money. I will see how we can accommodate purses for volunteers on the other b 

Peter Fieldhouse may have lockers for us in Oct –I am not sure from where. The plan is to install them just to the 

left of the washer and dryer in the sorting area . The plan would be to equip each locker with a lock and a lanyard 

so each volunteer would have a locker for personal property while at the store. 

Gift cards are setup in the computers and now all we have to do is sit tight till they arrive likely before sept 10th. 

The plan to launch Gift Cards is to do something no one else does, have a sale on Gift Cards –For all cards 

purchased thru the month of sept we will offer a 10 % discount. We also will promote thru facebook with contests 

etc. 

We are at an overload as far as bags and even furniture. In Sept with John Ks help and hopefully Jim Agombar we 

will empty the bay area into the parking lot and make some dump runs. I hope to organize a couple of nights of a 

quick sort to knock down the piles of bags. (sooner than later) 

Pickups have dropped off to 6 last week and 3 deliveries the last week of august. However the first week of sept is 

at 12 to 15 stops . Superthrift doesn’t seem to be affecting our sales as I believe we are up since they opened, so 

possibly increased competition has some benefits . 

Upcoming projects are to revise the price list and finally tackle the bar code printer and get it set up.       I also 

would like to print a full procedure book of all till functions and a new sorting procedure. I have had a sheet 

brought to me from Margaret Mol and with a bit of fine tuning it will be a good guideline for all sorters to have. 

In total we have over 2000 customers in our loyalty program (thanks to volunteers getting customers to sign up.) 

This total should slow up but it isn’t as we are getting new customers in the store daily. 

The past year has been quite an experience for me personally and look forward to continuing to make things 

interesting and unique in the next year. 


